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Dear [member_name_first],
Welcome to our September 2010 edition. This monthly newsletter showcases design solutions
that The Schimberg Group provides to its clients.
The Schimberg Group understands that collaboration is fundamental towards achieving best
practices, sustainable success and Extraordinary Results.

President's Corner:

Going Up?
When it comes to keeping your building competitive, elevator cabs can be an afterthought,
and can also paint a picture of disrepair throughout the rest of your facility if they're out of
date. .. "If the cabs are original, and you're upgrading other [original] parts of the building,
it's advisable that you upgrade the elevator cabs at the same time to complement the
other building upgrades," say the professionals at HKA Elevator Consulting.
Renovationg Elevator Cabs
Buildings.com
Leah B. Garris
There are two components to upgrading an elevator cab. The first is cosmetic. The
second is mechanical. Both have permitting implications, but mechanical upgrades
require more attention and the elevator manufacturer to get involved. Cosmetic upgrades
can be handled by any sub contractor or contractor, familiar with the codes and
permitting. We recommend keeping the finishes maintenance free and minimizing the
panelization for ease of future work. Upgrading the ceiling is always an easy way to
provide a more sophisticated look.

 Barron Schimberg, AIA
LEED AP

Featured Projects:

ABOVE RENDERING OF AN ELEVATOR RENOVATION BY THE SCHIMBERG GROUP.

ABOVE  ELEVATOR CEILING OPTIONS

ABOVE  ELEVATOR CAB OPTION BY RETRO ELEVATOR CAB COMPANY

Please visit our blog to participate in discussions about architecture, sustainability,
and our built environment. TSGBlog
We look forward to working with you to create architectural solutions that exceed your
expectations.
Sincerely,

Barron Schimberg, AIA
LEED AP
The Schimberg Group, Inc.
Collaborative Methods. Extraordinary Results.
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